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To provide the highest quality upholstery and custom designs to our clients while continuing our reputation of integrity
and respect. Maintaining a high standard of skill and mastery in the industry is our ultimate objective.

Understanding the Significance of Avant-garde July 12, Widewalls Editorial Deeply invested in modern and
contemporary art, the Widewalls magazine aims at providing a unique experience for its readers in the form of
in-depth and quality journalism. It was the very first time the term avant garde, or avant-garde, was used in
relations to the arts, and it marked the beginning of a cultural revolution. Attracting thousands of visitors,
these artists announced a certain kind of rebellion that would come to influence an entire century and a half of
art movements and like-minded artists, despite the ongoing ridicule they received from the arts elite. Avant
garde became a symbol of progress, exploration and innovation, of everything and anyone ahead of their time
and ways of doing. The Definition of avant-garde To define avant-garde is a bit of a challenging task. It was as
a term in the military, to describe a small troop of highly skilled soldiers who went ahead of the rest of the
army to explore the terrain and warn of possible danger. With this in mind, the avant garde artists can be
described as a group of people who develop fresh and often very surprising ideas in visual art, literature and
culture at large. In fact, the French political writer Henri de Saint-Simon first introduced the term in declaring
that artists should serve as the avant-garde in the general movement of social progress and radical reforms,
even before scientists, industrialists and other classes. Because of such radical nature and the fact it was going
against the widely accepted existing forms, ideas and processes, avant-garde was often, if not always,
shocking and controversial. This kind of departure from an established norm could also be seen in the Italian
Renaissance, which encouraged nudity and represented figures from the Bible in an entirely naturalistic
manner in both painting and sculpture, defying Byzantine and Gothic art, as well as the influential Catholic
Church. What is considered ahead of its time, and what does avant garde mean? To the following Avant guard
movements, we owe a great amount for some of the major concepts, mediums, and functions of art that we see
present today in the vast mix media bubble known as Contemporary art. Most of the movements occurred
during the inter-war and post-war periods, where it is understandable that major shifts in the society were
needed. Challenging the traditional way of looking at art, the greatest number of the movements that came
after, seem to have sprung from a major modern art movement known as the Impressionism. The
Impressionism artists advocated radical theories of painting, which broke almost all of the major rules
concerning the composition and the choice of the subject matter. Promoting the painting of a contemporary
society, which was quickly modernizing itself, artists, during this movement introduced an original subject
matter of the everyday leaving behind the grandeur of historical paintings. Owing much to the experimental
spirit of the Impressionism artist, the major Avant guard movements we will be discussing today, did a bit
more, as they helped to revolutionize not just the medium of painting but other art disciplines, such as music,
film, and theater. Dada The first major anti-art movement, Dada was a revolt against the culture and values,
which, it was believed, had caused and supported the bloodshed of The First World War. Quickly developing
into a highly Avant-guard art, aiming to undermine the traditional value of art, believing to have helped the
socio-political ambivalent status quo, it sprang simultaneously in in both Europe and America. The name was
in fact coined in Zurich and according to the poet Richard Huelsenbeck, the word was selected at random by
him and a painter-musician Hugo Ball. Numerous demonstrations were organized, a variety of manifestos
were written, alongside exhibitions of absurdity art, designed to fight, scandalize, and shock both the
authoritative figures and the general public. What connected the figures of this movement was their need to
re-define the definition of art. To them, the idea was more important than the work of art itself, and some of
the major figures, helping to promote this concept were Marcel Duchamp , Jean Arp , Max Ernst , and Francis
Picabia , just naming the few. The major concept, which we owe to the Dada movement, was the idea that art
can be made out of anything. This Dadaist technique of dislocating objects from their normal context and
representing them as art was widely accepted by later assemblage and Pop artists. Another technique, still
employed today that we owe to this revolutionary movement is photomontage that culled illustrations and
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advertisements cut from the popular magazines. Taking to another level the idea of the collage defined by the
Cubist artists, the images produced were often very puzzling. Across the globe Dadaists fought against the
repressive social institutions and in the process helped to shape the most revolutionary idea at that time and
that was that regardless how ordinary something was or is, if placed within an artistic context and defined as a
work of art, it is a work of art. Duchamp â€” Bicycle Wheel. This term described art and its function, which
dismissed traditional art in favor of an art used as an instrument for social purposes, namely the construction
of the socialist system. Most Constructivists, such as Tatlin, thought painting to be dead unless it represented
and acted as a kind of a blueprint for something to be physically built. Due to this idea, most constructivists
worked mainly with ceramics, fashion design, graphics, and in architecture. In the most famous manifesto of
this movement, Realist Manifesto, written in by Tatlin along with Antoine Pevsner and Naum Gabo,
proclaimed the key idea of constructivism and that was the admiration of the machines and technology over
more traditional art. Poster Art Showcasing the Constructivism Style. The focus and the emphasis were placed
on the embracement of the abstraction allowed by paintings on canvas and Suprematism was the first avant
guard movement to implement geometrical abstraction in painting. Kazimir Malevich is viewed as its founder,
and it was him, alongside his contemporaries that helped to promote the idea that art should be returned back
to its basic. This explained their dedication to pure geometrical abstraction and frequent employment of basic
shapes such as squares, triangles, and circles, as well as primary and neutral colors. An important aspect of
Suprematism differed greatly to Constructivism, as the movement was closely linked to spirituality and
mysticism that added to the strength of the abstraction. In , Malevich published his book The Non-Objective
World that became one of the most important theoretical documents on abstract art. Kazimir Malevich â€”
Suprematism Painting. It accentuated speed, technology, youth, and violence. Embracing change and linking
humans to machines and vice versa, with the emphasis on violence and the technological triumph of humanity
over nature, this avant garde movement is one of the most controversial movements of the Modernist era.
Discarding the traditional artistic and cultural forms of the past at the center of the Futurist platform was, in
fact, the endorsement of war. Futurism, coined in a manifesto by Filippo Marinetti, was not limited to just one
art form, but its artists worked across an array of different art disciplines such as sculpture, ceramics, graphic
design, theater, film, textiles, literature, and music. Frequent subject matters of the artist were cars, trains,
animals, dancers, and large crowds. Borrowing the intersection of planes from Cubism, the vibrant and
expressive color, along with the dynamic brushstroke from Fauvism, the art produced glorified the virtues of
speed. As the devastation of the First World War was realized, the Futurism lost its steam. The rejection of the
conventional idea of the linear perspective in favor of the emphasis on the two-dimensional picture plane
shocked the art academies of Europe. Discarding the conventions of the past that promoted the mimicry of
nature and high constructed realism, the Cubists highlighted the flat dimensionality of the canvas surface and
its unity with the depicted scene helping to pave the way for non-representational art. As one of the
best-known movements of the Modernist era, Cubism has come to be associated with two major figures, Pablo
Picasso , and Georges Braque. It was their experimentations, which helped to reshape the traditional
understanding of art and to change the course of it. For a movement to be considered a truly avant garde
movement it carries with it an implication that it must shake the core of the status quo. Like the most powerful
protest art, the force of the new art that comes must shake all of the predisposed aesthetic and conceptual ideas
about what art is and what it must do. To the mentioned avant garde movements we owe the birth of the later
20th-century Modern Art ideas such as Surrealism, Pop Art, Minimalism and Conceptual Art, Happenings and
Performances, whose impact on the contemporary art today we are all witnesses to. A concept inseparable
from progress, avant garde demanded art to be revolutionized and redefined. Challenging every convention,
rule and aesthetic idea they could identify, these artists wanted to look beyond the artwork and ask the
question about the role of art in the construction of another world. Agreeing that the past should be torn up and
cultural clock reset to zero, these artists proposed various combinations of new and old media such as
performance, political engagement and metaphysics. As the most radical and ambitious of all movements,
Dada was first to question the concept of art. As movements proliferated, this concept started to reach various
fields such as fine arts, music, photography and theater. He has built tje noise machines that replicated the
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clatter of the industrial age and the boom of warfare, but none of these instruments and designs survived. This
machine music had a powerful influence on a number of composers of the era, as well as on the contemporary
ones. At the same time in the United States, John Cage , who considered himself an experimental artist, had a
more revolutionary vision. Throughout his practice, Cage promoted altered instruments, sounds of nature,
found sounds, the movements of the performer and audience, random noises to the status of music. He also
first introduced the concepts of indeterminacy and randomness into performing and created the so-called
aleatoric music. In , Pierre Schaeffer created a laboratory in Paris for musique concrete to explore theories of
Luigi Russolo. With this musical form that was a type of electronic music using recordnigs, Schaeffer
pioneered found sounds. Karlheinz Stockhausen contributed greatly to popularize all the main techniques of
electronic music. He experimented with electronics, voice, tape and various samples and was interested in the
way the sound moves through the space. Additionally, he pioneered subgenres of electro-acoustic chamber
music in and live electronic music in Pursuing technical innovations and emotional expression, avant garde
jazz was a unique hybrid that combined the extended technique, originality and genius with improvisational
skills. Originally synonymous with free jazz, much of the avant garde jazz was distinct from that style. As a
uniquely black artform, avant garde jazz emerged during colonial wars, occupations, the Cold War and the
struggle for racial and gender equality, and due to these conditions it reflected uncertainty and anguish and
celebrated the plebeian and absurd. Blurring the division between the written and the spontaneous, avant garde
jazz was imbued with formal complexity and emotional directness. Still, avant garde jazz was distinguished
from other avant gardes by its claims to art, not by a rejection of it. John Coltrane, via musictour. First starting
as portraiture photography in photographic studios, the relatively low cost of the daguerreotype led to a
general rise in the popularity of portrait photography over a painted portrait. Photography as a medium was
arguably avant garde in itself, since having a portrait taken was no longer the prerogative of the very rich. By
the late nineteenth century, many photographers have rejected traditional settings and started to expand the
genre of pictorial photography and promote it to High Art. What first started as a simple tool for
documentation, became a genuine artistic medium in its own right. When first simple-to-use small format
cameras reached the streets, the photography was completely democratized and revolutionized as a medium
with various avant garde approaches that greatly affected the visual culture. The avant garde photography in
France, whose capital served as the unquestioned center of the international avant garde, was rooted in
Surrealism that advocated the social transformation by rejecting bourgeois values and conventions. Surrealist
photographers employed techniques such as double exposure, combination printing and reversed tonality to
create the imagery that blurred the line between the dream and reality. Russian artists El Lissitzky and
Alexander Rodchenko made use of various techniques that served to break the conventions of perception and
visual representation such as extreme close-ups, tilted horizons or abstracted forms. This period between the
two wars was certainly one of the richest in photographic history and it pushed this medium beyond its
previous limits. Man Ray â€” Mode, via modearte. Renouncing bourgeois values and conventions, this fresh
concept tried to introduce a different application of language and body in order to change perception and
create a more active relationship with the audience. This started in with Alfred Jarry and his Ubu Roi play that
overturned cultural rules, norms and conventions in a wild, bizarre and comic way. This piece had a
revolutionary importance as it opened the door for modernism of the 20th century and influenced Dada ,
Surrealism and the Theatre of the Absurd. Traditionally perceived as passive observers, the role of the
audience was first challenged with the rise of the avant garde. The audience became involved in a variety of
ways, such as participating in the action on a highly practical level or being invited to feel a certain way in
order to change their attitudes, values and beliefs. This was the case with the didactic agit-prop theater that
aimed to make a certain moral or political statement and challenge the values and beliefs of the audience.
Avant garde has also challenged and rejected the traditional hierarchical method of creating theater. With
performers having more interpretative freedom, they were promoted to creative artists in their own right.
Additionally, traditional conventions of space, movement, mood, tension, language and symbolism were
altered. King Ubu, via steampunkchicago. Dadaists appropriated several aesthetic principles for the creation of
drama from Futurists, such as the use of simultaneous action and of an antagonistic relationship to the
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audience. The introduction of Surrealism by Andre Breton in , who had broken with Dada two years earlier,
signaled the death of Dada as and influential avant garde movement. Surrealism was a major force in
experimental writing and most celebrated theatrical works were those by Antonin Artaud and Gillaume
Apollinaire. Two lovers in the play constantly change their relationship and interact with various other
characters whose identity shifted.
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and respect. Maintaining a high standard of skill and mastery in the industry is our ultimate objective.

The avant-garde decorating style is the opposite of the classic interior design style. This style brings dynamic
color combinations, adds bold and colorful accents to modern interior design and create youthful decorating.
Color contrasts is a great tool that you can use for bringing the avant-garde decorating style into your home
interiors. Bright walls and dark furniture, black-n-white room decor or eye-catching colorful accents are just
few ways to create modern interior design and decor in avant-garde style. The choice of furniture if yours, but
avoid ordinary, traditional and classic furniture and decor accessories. Every decor item that is unique, original
or unusual is perfect for modern interior design in avant-garde style. This is a brave interior design style that
celebrates creativity and experiments. Modern interior design and decorating in avant-garde style Red chairs
and yellow wall, living room design in avant-garde-style Avant-garde style is great for those who appreciate
original designs and unique decor. This interior design style celebrate personal taste and innovative thinking.
Id you cherish freedom and independence, modern interior design in avant-garde style is ideal for you. The
avant-garde style reflects the revolutionary aspirations of the youth in the early 20th century. The avant-garde
style if a cultural and aesthetic challenge, claiming to be the creation of new art. The avant-garde style was
supposed to destroy antique art, mind set and lifestyle, offering novel ideas, and it generates interesting
interior design ideas, harmoni8zing the chaos with completely new, cutting-edge forms of expression. Black
and white living room design with yellow accents, artworks and contrasting color combination in avant-garde
style Color combinations for interior design in avant-garde style Color is the main element of interior design
and decor in avant-garde style. You can mix, match, combine all different and similar color shades, creating
showy and bright, cheerful and modern home interiors. The avant-garde style calls for simple, natural and
solid colors: They can be skillfully combined to build modern interiors with strong color contrasts. Painting
each wall a different color or adding a unique furniture piece in bold color are wonderful interior design and
decorating ideas in avant-garde style. Unique fireplace wall design, modern interior in avant-garde style
Decorating materials Modern home furnishings in avant-garde style can be made of any materials, but
advanced and new decorating materials, like fiberglass, decorative plaster, metallic wallpaper, unusual ceiling
materials, new interior paint and wall coverings, look especially spectacular and appropriate for modern
interior design in avant-garde-style. Colorful kitchen design in avant-garde style Room furniture in
avant-garde style Room furniture should support your interior design and decorating experiments. Strictly
geometric forms with clear lines and simple details are perfect for interior decorating in avant-garde style.
Glass, metal and wood furniture in interesting shapes and with unique character definite interior design in
avant-garde style. Interior decorating ideas influenced by design style Modern A classic combination of a sofa
and two chairs is not suitable for modern interior design in avant-garde style. The interior should look new,
different, fresh and original. Room decor in avant-garde style creates interesting, but free of clutter, spacious
and airy living spaces. Colorful living room design in avant-garde style, red wall and green furniture Floor and
ceiling designs in avant-garde-style Ceiling designs in avant-garde style features contemporary halogen lamps
or chandeliers in unusual cubic forms. New, innovative and surprising lighting fixtures are excellent choices
for creating modern interior design in avant-garde style. Wood floor and laminate materials, combined with
geometric decorations patterns on floor rugs create a vivid look and emphasize the avant-garde decorating
style. Techno interior design style, 15 contemporary room decorating ideas Decorating in avant-garde style
Large items and basic geometric form, â€” square, circle, triangles, are important. These simple shapes can
adorn walls, furniture and be present on wall paintings and decor items. Low bed design on a raised floor,
strong color contrasts and unusual wall design, modern bedroom design in avant-garde style The avant-garde
style is a bold experiment in modern interior design and decorating, so let your imagination run wild and use it
for creating very personal, original and unusual room decor.
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3: 10 of Fashion's Most Avant-Garde Designers | TheRichest
Announcement Welcome to Avant Garde Design A place to find unique designs and stylish accessories! *** On almost
all items, I carry more inventory than what's shown. Therefore, if you need to purchase more than whats available,
please let me know so I can adjust the quantity available for sale.

Since its first inception, this movement generated major progress in fields like art, music, architecture,
literature, theatre and film and most importantly, fashion. In fashion terms, avant-garde spanned generations of
notable designers who reshaped the way people perceive and wear clothes. Characterized as progressive and
forward thinking, the once eyebrow-raising style is now a worldwide phenomenon. Keep reading and take a
journey through her views on what is avant garde fashion today and how it all started! Derived from french
and meaning vanguard or advance guard, the term describes the few who dare to go in front and defy
conventions. The current also defines an attitude of freedom from the conventions of society. Modernism, as a
term, defines a period that integrates all aspects of society while avant-garde rejects the mainstream in favor of
the unique. What makes something avant-garde is its capacity to transcend the boundaries of convention
through experimentation and propose a different way of doing things, whether in art, dance, fashion, or any
other of the creative arts. Real progress can only be made through failure and who wishes to advance must be
prepared to fail. Some of the most important artistic and cultural achievements have been made through
avant-garde. Rejecting the common mentality and nurturing originality has allowed those who are free in mind
to shape the future. Innovation is the key to success. Mirroring the times in which we are living provides a
relevance to the form of expression of the artist. With trying different ways of doing something comes
innovation and thus, progress. The vanguard notion means traveling beyond the social norms to think and
create beyond established social norms. The cultural impact has since been defined, categorized and made
iconic by personalities who, for their contribution, have become notable names for avant-garde. Another
hugely influential field was the ever changing landscape of architecture. House by Le Corbusier Furthering the
visual arts are those artists who have made a name for themselves in avant-garde filmmaking. Jonas Mekas is
one the utmost authority in American avant-garde cinema - others, such as experimental filmmaker Kenneth
Anger, and the famous David Lynch have also brought an amazing contribution to this field. The techno scene
in particular is often associated with avant-gardism. Artists such as german group Kraftwerk or the iconical
Daft Punk duo have contributed to the popularization and widespread acceptance of the phenomenon. The
techno and alternative music scenes can still be regarded as authentical avant-garde. DJ and producers around
the world are crafting their own unique sound aimed at improving current aesthetic conventions. The writers
of the avant-garde movement are known for their experimental literature and their innovation of writing
techniques. Avant-garde in Fashion In fashion, avant-garde manifested in a similar way to other fields. It
presumed forward thinking, artistry, unconventional designs, new forms, structures and an extraordinary touch
that separates the ideas from the mainstream. Avant garde fashions distinguishes itself through the fact that it
embodies a way of living. The whole Japanese aesthetic philosophies emanate very much with what I am.
What I stand for. Those who are familiar avant-garde fashion have developed a unique way of understanding
it. Certain tendencies caught on and are now widespread. Our brand mainly works with monochrome shades.
The form, shape, and volume of outfits have also been changed by the avant-garde influence. Details now
consist of unexpected cuts and oversized tailoring which offer a different perspective to what the wearer is
presenting. Famous Avant-Garde Fashion Designers Through its long evolution, prominent avant-garde
fashion designers have established their own particular style to an iconic level. Avant-garde fashion roots are
hard to trace but it was the Japanese designers, in particular, have had a major influence in the field,
kickstarting the whole concept and setting off a global revolution. Yohji Yamamoto Yohji is one of the few
avant-garde designers that have managed to successfully entwine a non-conformist approach to fashion with
mainstream brands. His collaboration with adidas for the famous Y-3 brand has broken new ground in fashion
wear. Julius Other contemporary designers such as Rick Owens are held in high regards amongst top
avant-garde fashion designers. His influential style has been translated into runway collections as well as other
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fields such as design. The style can also be controversial if it needs to - drawing up on contemporary social
context as a source of inspiration, it can result in a forward pushing manifestations that define our times.
Grasping topics of the current society means understanding the idea of layers - what lies beneath the surface.
There is always a layer that hides something to explore and something to surprise us. Its pieces are more than
simple items, they are stories that allow you to speak without saying a word. We present a different take on
Nordic garments, derived from a conceptual approach towards fashion design. Structural forms are challenged
and experimental pattern-making shape a solemn backdrop for contemporary tailoring. Pushing this very
independent trend into the mainstream only spells lack of taste and commercialization for all those involved.
Types of Avant-Garde fashion The avant-garde dress code can take many shapes and proportions depending
on the designer and also what the wearer wants to communicate. Monochrome black avant garde fashion
Black is without a doubt the defining color of avant-garde fashion. Dark fashion, how it is sometimes called,
implies wearing heavy toned colors that serve to emphasize the uncovered skin. All black garments or bicolor
ones may lack in chromatic but make up in style and simplicity. Especially asymmetric hemlines which are cut
to surprising shapes. The design has to serve some kind of purpose to eventually cater the intellect of the
wearer and to have some kind of value to tell the wearer. Structured and volumized avant garde clothing More
colorful garments are another part of avant-garde fashion. Daring ruffles, patterns, and colors are also a part of
the avant-garde fashion current. Forward thinking designers such as Rei Kawakubo always surprise the
runways with their designs. Comme des Garcons Street Avant Garde Some types of avant-garde fashion may
also include specific avant-garde street style - designers create predominantly for street wear. Avant-garde
street style is often regarded as extravagant and head turning, a way of making your presence known. In my
eyes, the very non-compromised fashion is the most relevant nowadays. There should always be another angle
of usage for a particular piece. When you are able to style something in a second or third way it means that the
piece is not only stylish but versatile. While Japanese designers have their contribution, the brand mainly
draws its stimulus from the Faroe Islands from where the founder, Barbara is from. Drawing the essence from
my origins from my heritage has enabled me to be original in my creations. Taking inspiration from and being
aware of surroundings is especially important in remaining a relevant brand. Creating designs in a fast,
ever-changing society requires experimentalism and the courage to try fresh and ambitious things. These are
tested for harmful substances, for both health and environmental reasons. Also, multi-ways designs is a must
of BIG designs, which give the wearer the possibility to wear them for a longer period of time. Fashion is time
sensitive and a society concentrated style such as avant-garde is always morphing into different forms. But, as
Barbara puts it: Closing thoughts Avant-garde fashion is here to stay and fashion designers show no signs of
slowing down the progress that the current has brought. In other fields, the directions are the same extraordinary breads extraordinary so exploring boundaries will not stop.
4: Avant-Garde Fashion Term
So proud to have another ride debuting @semashow and getting the honor of getting top 12 battle of the builders 3rd
year in a row. Hopefully this is our year for us and the boys @roadstershop.

5: AvantGarde Design
AvantGarde Design has a new look and we are so excited to share it with you! We're finishing up the final touches on
our new site - be sure to sign up for our newsletter to be the first to see!

6: Avant Garde Design â€“ Graphic Design by Season Vining
biennale venezia venice artfair artbiennial lightart art arts arte design sculpture statue show gallery luxury lifestyle
exclusive love like masterart masterpiece.
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7: Avant-Garde Fashion: A Modern Definition - Barbara I Gongini
You searched for: avante garde design! Etsy is the home to thousands of handmade, vintage, and one-of-a-kind
products and gifts related to your search. No matter what you're looking for or where you are in the world, our global
marketplace of sellers can help you find unique and affordable options.

8: Welcome to Avant-Garde Studio - Avant-Garde Studio
Comprising one of the fashion's most avant-garde partnerships, Viktor Horsting and Rolf Snoeren of The Netherlands
met at the Arnhem Academy of Art and Design before moving to Paris in to accost the fashion world.

9: Understanding the Significance of Avant-garde | Widewalls
STYLE is the essence of individualism. Bringing that style to life is Avant-Garde's distinction. By listening, learning and
gaining a sense for each client's unique personality, dramatic results can be achieved to reflect the vision of the most
discerning tastes.
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